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Among elipsing binaries, there are several ases where the depths of minima hange(IU Aur, SS La, RW Per, V907 So), or whih are not \elipsing" binaries at present(SV Cen, AY Mus); see e.g., Mayer (2004). The reason of these hanges is most probablypreession of the orbital plane due to a third body in the system, i.e., a hange of orbitalinlination. Knowledge of these ases is important for studies of multiple systems, andany addition of a further ase to the existing sample is of great interest. New ases maybe found when light urves obtained terrestrially deades ago are ompared with morereent light urves { usually produed by satellites or by large-size surveys.We found a hange of amplitude for the elipsing binary V685 Cen (HD 99218,HIP 55675) when omparing photometry done 27 years ago, with data obtained by ASAS 3(Pojma�nski 2002). The originalWalraven V BLU photometry was obtained by van Houtenusing the 90 m telesope of the Leiden Southern Station in South Afria. The photom-etry was published reently by van Houten et al. (2003). New ephemeris and light-urvesolution was published by Chohol et al. (2003).The V magnitude of this star is 8.83 in maximum, the period is 1:d191 and spetraltype is A0. The star was measured also by HIPPARCOS (ESA 1997). In Fig. 1, theV light urves of V685 Cen from available soures are displayed; the ephemeris aordingto Chohol et al. (2003) is used:Prim:Min: = HJD 2443586:3313 + 1:d19096085� E:The HIPPARCOS magnitudes were transformed to the V values using a formula byHarmane (1998). Sine B�V = 0:00 { this value orresponds to (V �B)Walraven = 0:006(found by Chohol et al. 2003) aording to Brand & Wouterloot (1988) { and U �B hasalso be lose to zero due to the A 0 spetral type (the exat value being unimportant sinethe oeÆient in the transformation equation is small), the orretion is only +0.007.From the values o�ered by ASAS themag2 were used, sine their satter is the smallestand also mag2 magnitude of the omparison star HD 99415 (8.99) equals to its V mag-nitude aording to Deutshman et al. (1976). Therefore, the di�erential data of vanHouten et al. were shifted adding 8.99 mag. Note that ASAS 3 data are given as mag-nitudes determined in diaphragms of four various sizes, from diameter 28 to 112 arse.ASAS 3 data with errors larger than 0.030 mag were disarded; 237 measurements havebeen left.
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Figure 1. V light urves of V685 Cen. Dots { ASAS 3, rosses { HIPPARCOS, irles { van Houten.
The time intervals overed by these soures, and the respetive depths of primary andseondary minima are:� van Houten: from JD 2443249 to 2443599 (entre JD 2443450); depths 0.35 and0.25 mag� HIPPARCOS: from JD 2447884 to 2448969 (entre JD 2448500); depths 0.32 and0.23 mag� ASAS: from JD 2451807 to 2453223 (entre JD 2452500); depths 0.28 and 0.21 magThe time of the minimum aording to HIPPARCOS is 2448500.2358 and �ts exatlythe ephemeris (O � C = 0 for E = 4126). The ASAS data give O � C = �0:d0023 � 10for E = 7484, therefore their phases are shifted by +0:0019 in Fig. 1.The variability of the star was disovered by Uitterdijk; Uitterdijk & van Houten (1960)gave depths (photographi) of minima as 0.4 and 0.1 mag. The star was observed also asBV 724 (Strohmeier et al. 1965); only the depth of one minimum (0.2 mag) was giventhere. These photographi depths of minima are probably too unertain and annot beused for a disussion of the long time sale behaviour of the V685 Cen light urve.The smaller amplitude in the ASAS database might be a result of inluding into thisphotometry also a visual omponent (whih would be out of the diaphragm when the starwas measured by a photomultiplier). To explain the observed depth hange that ompan-ion should be 1.6 mag fainter than V685 Cen. Aording to GSC, there is a ompanion,magnitude 10.9, 75 arse apart. This ompanion should however not be inluded in theASAS photometry, sine the diameter of the aperture alled \2" is 56 arse. There isalso no dependene of the depth of the minima on the diameter of the aperture.The hange of the minimum depths is probably real, and its reason is most likely thehange of the orbital inlination, as noted above. If this explanation is orret, a third lightmight be present in V685 Cen. A solution of the photometri elements was attempted byChohol et al. (2003). In this solution, the authors tried to remove disrepanies in the
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light urve �tting by an inrease of temperature of the primary omponent. The preseneof a third light might however be a more natural reason of the disrepanies.Therefore, we repeated the light-urve solution, using this time the ode ROCHE(written by TP; Pribulla 2004). As soon as non-zero third light was allowed, better �tof light urves was obtained, and also the resulting parameters were more aeptablethan in the original solution without the third light. As it is ommon in similar ases,the orrelation between the amount of the third light and inlination was strong, thematter being worse in this ase due to unknown mass ratio q = m2=m1. We assumed theprimary omponent temperature T1 = 11900 K found by Chohol et al. (2003) and modelatmospheres with g = 3:5� 4:0.Trying solutions with q in a wide interval (from 0.2 to 2.2) we observe, that:1. in V , l3 rises from 0.25 to 0.58 (l1 + l2 + l3 = 1), but not monotonially; always l3 islower in other bandpasses, i.e., the third light is redder than the light of the binary;2. sum of squares of residuals reahes its minimum for q = 1:25; however, it hanges ina small interval only (between 0.0265 and 0.0231) and annot disriminate amongsolutions;3. for approximately 0:40 < q < 1:10, the on�guration is semidetahed, with theseondary omponent �lling its Rohe lobe;4. as it ould be expeted, for larger l3 also inlination is larger, inreasing approxi-mately from 79Æ to 84Æ; inlination for ASAS data is always about 5Æ smaller;5. temperature of the seondary omponent is always lose to T2 = 8200 K, the orre-sponding spetral type being A5 .In ase the system is detahed, one ould assume that all three omponents are normalstars, then the mass-luminosity relation ould be applied. However, e.g. for q = 0:38 thesolution gives bolometri luminosity of the seondary omponent as L2;bol = 0:148L1;bol,but aording to the L=M relation, L2;bol should be only 0.03. By other words, theseondary omponent radius is too large for a main sequene star. Therefore, the semide-tahed on�guration, with the seondary omponent �lling its Rohe lobe, seems to bemore probable sine in suh a ase the seondary omponents are ommonly overluminousby about a magnitude (bolometri); for V685 Cen, suh an overluminosity appears forq = 0:50. Also the sum of squares of residuals is smaller for these on�gurations in oursolutions. The system was lassi�ed as SD also by Svehnikov & Kuznetsova (see Buddinget al. 2004, Table 6d).As already noted, the third omponent spetral type appears to be somewhat laterthan the primary omponent one. If both are to be main-sequene stars, then L3 < L1,whih in our solutions happens for q < 0:38.With the inlination hanging by 5Æ in a quarter of a entury, the period of the orbitalpreession might be of the order of several enturies, whih means, that the orbital periodof the third body would be under one year. Then the elipsing binary should displaylight-time e�et with this period, and with the semiamplitude of several minutes; thesemiamplitude of ourse depends on the long-orbit inlination (this inlination being loseto zero, amplitude would be also lose to zero). The presently available photometry doesnot allow to �nd the e�et.It seems to be of great interest to on�rm that the depths of minima hange by amore preise photometry than an be o�ered by ASAS; and to on�rm the expeted thirdlight spetrosopially, �nding the lines of a tertiary omponent in the spetra. The highdispersion spetrosopy and the method of spetra disentangling will allow to determine
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the spetral type of eah omponent and its ontribution to the total light of the systemas well as to �nd the mass ratio of the binary. Then it will be easy to �nd the appropriatesolution of the multiolour light urve analysis.Aknowledgements: The work of TP and DC was supported by VEGA grant 4014,the work of PM by the researh plan J13/98:113200004 Ministry of Eduation, Youth andSport.Referenes:Brand, J., & Wouterloot, J.G.A., 1988, A&AS, 75, 117Budding, E., Erdem, A., C� i�ek, C., Bulut, I., Soydugan, F., Soydugan, E., Bakis, V., &Demiran, O., 2004, A&A, 417, 263Chohol, D., van Houten, C.J., Kwee, K.K., Pribulla, T., & Grygar, J., 2003, Contr.Astr. Obs. Skalnat�e Pleso, 33, 107Deutshman, W.A., Davis, R.J., & Shild, R.E., 1976, ApJS, 30, 97ESA, 1997, The Hipparos and Tyho Catalogues, ESA SP-1200, Noordwijk, ESAHarmane, P., 1998, A&A, 335, 173Mayer, P., 2004, ASP Series (Dubrovnik Conferene 2003), in printPojma�nski, G., 2002, Ata Astron., 52, 397Pribulla, T., 2004, ASP Series (Dubrovnik Conferene 2003), in printStrohmeier, W., Knigge, R., & Ott, H., 1965, IBVS, 155Uitterdijk, J., & van Houten, C.J., 1960, Leiden Ann., 21, 355van Houten, C.J., Kwee, K.K., Chohol, D., Pribulla, T., & Grygar, J., 2003, Contr.Astr. Obs. Skalnat�e Pleso, 33, 135

ERRATUM FOR IBVS 5503HV 11094 is spei�ed by Mayall to lie `south preeding CoD�36 1043'; in additionthere is a �nder hart that mathes this desription. This makes the identi�ation withthe red star there ertain, despite its evident faintness in DSS images. ThusIRAS 02443-3626 = NSV 917 at: 2 46 21.09 -36 13 35.6 (J2000, 2MASS).In the same �eld, the star given by Kamath as CD�36 1043 is atually CD�36 1041= CPD�36 282, whih is orretly atalogued in SIMBAD. The trueCD-36 1043 = TYC 7017-880-1 = NSV 919,about 2000 northeast of IRAS 02443-3626, also orret in SIMBAD. The faint red starto the southwest (2h45m00:s6; �36Æ1601100) seems to be unrelated to any of these; it isprobably a distant M dwarf.
Kamath has also misidenti�ed HV 11102, whih is the relatively bright star and IRASsoure IRAS 14265-6254. Again, Mayall provides a hart whih makes the ID unambigu-ous:SV* HV 11102 = IRAS 14265-6254 = GSC 9010-4846 = NSV 6681:at: 14 30 28.06 -63 07 45.5 (J2000, 2MASS)Finally, there appears to be a �2000 De typo for the oordinates of HV 11105. Thisshould be given as: 18h03m28:s86; �41Æ54003:002 (J2000, UCAC2). There is no star atKamath's position. Brian Ski�


